
 
 

About the Company 
                                                                                          
WHISHWORKS is a global IT services and consulting company with a strong focus on 
technology and enterprise solutions. Established in 2008, the company helps 
medium and large enterprises improve business performance by leveraging 
information technology and developing innovative and cost-effective solutions. 
 

 
 

Skiptask is their contemporary product for the new-age innovations and technology 
based HR systems.                                   
                                                                                                                                                                         

Challenge   
                                                                             
Expanding globally and treading the path of unwieldy resume management, core 
challenge was to get a parser which is agile, persistent and supports all formats. Also 
it should be capable of reading earlier versions of MS-word and consistent with PDF 
versions. The Open XML in use was not capable of maintaining interoperability 
standards as a result communication was not streamlined between clients and 
partners. Accuracy, scalability and consistency were also on their Radar. An intuitive 
platform can set the foundation for all-in-one solution and manage process 
infrastructure to bring proven results. 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.skiptask.com/


 
Rchilli Contribution 
 
Rchilli made a big contribution on their challenge-zone which runs as follows: 
• All-Format-Supported parser helped them in dealing with all kind of resumes and 
earlier versions were not left out to chance. 
• Processing time was instantaneous. 
• Consistent and Accurate (up to 95%) in results. 
• Cloud Compatibility and HR-XML certified. 
• Pricing is apt per usage, scale as when you grow. 
 

 
 
 

 
HR-XML certification sets the interoperability standards between HR technologies 
that ensure all ATS and HRMS works harmoniously and interchangeably.  

http://www.hr-xml.org/


 
         

Rchilli Impact 
 
This made them realize their monetary goals in quick time as they were spending 
more time on their core activities rather than on resume handling. Now they were 
able to parse better and handle more resumes with fewer exceptions which made 
more candidates to sign up for their service. More candidates, more resumes and 
more companies to sell what they got in results. So when are you going to call for a 
personalized demo! . 
 
Get closer than ever to your customers. So close that you tell them what they need 
well before they realize it themselves." - Steve Jobs, Apple. 
 

http://www.rchilli.com/index.php/contactus.html

